MediaKind Pictor embodies creative thinking for today’s
challenging world of storage and media delivery. Video is no
longer stagnant, immobile or delivered in limited flavors.
Today’s world of video requires bold solutions capable of
ingesting any type of video feed and format, dynamically
storing video when and where appropriate, doing so on a
heterogeneous mix of physical storage hardware. It needs to
stream live and stored video On Demand to a wide variety of
device types, each with their own technical requirements.

Record. Shift. Play.
Anywhere.

MediaKind Universe represents our award winning and industry leading
portfolio of media solutions centered around innovative and immersive
consumer experiences.

Pictor, a large southern constellation, is the Latin name for ‘painter’, as well as an abbreviation for an
artist’s easel and in our world illustrates how pictures can be brought to life in all their vibrancy.
MediaKind Pictor ensures efficiency, quality and service differentiation for both storage and delivery,
delivering media on any device and in any format.

Pictor paints pictures where words will not do, wherever a customer may be, on
any device and in any format. Enabling scalable, cost efficient storage and
delivery of live, timeshift, VOD and Cloud DVR content to any device is the
hallmark of Pictor.

Maximize Media ROI

Reduce Core Network TCO

Pictor is designed to maximize the return on every drop of CAPEX

Pictor enables operators with geographically dispersed topologies to

investment by the operator (i.e. compute power, storage, HVAC, network-

greatly reduce the video traffic over their core network (which is their

ing) to reduce data center footprints (or cloud rental fees) for the largest

most valuable asset). Pictor enables distribution of common video

storage and processing power possible. All elements of video integrity are

content to be managed centrally for the entire consumer footprint, but

maximized and protected from loss in the smallest space, utilizing all

also to distribute locally to the correct edge networks only the content

available compute and storage power for multi-tasking all processing

relevant to those neighborhoods or consumers. All delivery functions

needs for linear TV channels, recordings, Video On Demand, Start-Over

can then be fulfilled locally from a small-form cache. This frees up the

and Catch-Up. No further need to fund separate silos and underutilize

core network from large amounts of bandwidth it would otherwise have

resources. Maximizing Monetization and personalization through targeted

to carry, and reduces the need for more plant upgrades, which are costly

and advanced advertising integration completes the value picture. It’s your

and time-consuming.

investment. Make the most of it with Pictor.

Future-Proof Customer Satisfaction

Old & New live in Harmony

Pictor will satisfy the long-term needs of ever evolving consumer

Pictor is designed to simultaneously support the broadest range of legacy

demands. Video content shifts almost annually to support new encoding

devices (e.g. cable, satellite and telco IPTV Set-tops) and newest

formats and streaming protocols. Pictor is designed with an adapting

Over-the-Top devices (e.g. Roku, Tablets, Smart Phones, etc). Most

support infrastructure to seamlessly change any format of incoming

customers will grow frustrated if transitioning their viewing habits from the

content to any format of outgoing requested content. No silos. No brand

living room big screen 4K TV set to the iPad in their kitchen doesn’t

new massive development efforts. No need to store endless copies or

seamlessly move without a hitch. They can take that frustration out on

versions of video to anticipate consumer needs. Pictor handles this in

their service provider. Don’t be caught in the vortex of old and new devices

real-time for flexible media delivery to any legacy or OTT device whether

lacking cohabitation skills. Let Pictor reduce your customer call volumes,

content is live, On Demand or a recording. Let Pictor tend to your most

increase customer retention and simplify Operations. It’s all about next

demanding customers.

generation thinking in media delivery, which is what Pictor does best.

www.mediakind.com

